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Michigan Students Lack Public JI~t~rest
Chambers Report: Only 4% of
Graduates Go Into Public Sector
By Keri Chenoweth
Student interest in small firms
and public interest jobs has
reached an alarming low, stated
Law Professor David Chambers in
a special presentation to the Law
School Student Senate Monday
night. Chambers dtscussed a
report (~Tittcn by himself, Dean
Sue Eklund a nd Placem ent
Director Nancy Krieger), nnd
asked for senate input.
The report, according to
Chambers, discusses reasons for
the trend toward big firms and
uway from smaller firms, legul
services, government jobs, and
public defender positions which
ha& bec<•tntl so ovcrwh dmi ng.
One reason may be changes in
firm hiring patterns, wh ich

haven't seen a widening of the
number of law schools from
which new associates are hired.
Instead, firms are "goi ng back to
their favorites," says Chambers.
He also mentioned an increasing
salary gap as another widely
accepted theory.
Chambers presented a third,
but less accepted reason for the
decrease--the great rise in student
debt-burden. Both actual debts as
wt:>ll as ratios of debt to cost-ofliving allowances have increased
as of late. However, "the average
debt for those entering public
interest jobs is in fact higher than
than those going to the largest
firms. On the surface of the data,
no clem relationship betweer. debt
and taking a job in a larger firm
has been shown," said Chambers.
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David Chaml>vo

But "the money consciousness
of all students is increased," he
added. "Law school is seen as an
investment from which you
demand returns."
Chambers then asked the
Senate for their response and
input as to the question "whether
it's the Law School's business to do
something about this, and if so
what can we do?" Suggestions

...While SFF Supports Public Jobs
"H you uwk for a law firm, you'll do hundreds of
things you'll netw remember; tfyou work for a public
interest organization, you'll do hundreds of things
_\ou'll never forgt'l. • ·-Lon Potter, Sterra Club Legal
Defense Fund

understanding of the environmental work done by
Sierra Club," second-year student and Environmental
Law Society chairperson Laura Ziemer told the Res
Gestae.
Ziemer and 28 other students ~ere funded for their
summer work by Student Funded Fellowships (SFF), a
By Lisa Batey
law school organization which assists students who
choose to take low- or non-paying public interest
~sFF offered me a priceless experience. Unlike positions by soliciting donations from those students
other law students I worked with at Sierra Club Legal who take lucrative law firm jobs. SFF also r eceives
Defense Fund--who had to fund themselves by contributions from some members of the faculty and
spending half of the summer at a law firm--1 was able from a handful of law firms and alumni.
to spend the entire summer and gain a much better
see SFF, page TEN

Tropics
Party
Aids Distressed Youth
By
Dry

Christine
lie
P~goe~s attending this Saturday's Tropics
Part~ wlll nottce a change over previous law ~!(:boo]
pArtles when they are charged $2 admission at the
door. Unknown to most, this admission fee is part
of~ trust fund es~hshed by the LSSS a nd the
~al Comm1ttee m 1984 to support the child of a
stngle parent who died while at the Lew School.
Ma~hew J~n Selleck was born in August 1974
to Cyn~hia HarJu and Walter Selleck. His parents
were divorced _aye~ later .an~ Cynthia went on to
attend the Uruvers~ty of Michigan Law School. On
May ~~ 1~80, w~le attending tht> Law School,
Cynthia died, leavmg her son Matthew without any
means of support.. His n~tural ~ather could not be
found. Matthew hved With vanous relatives and
was eventually adopted by his maternal
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grandparents, Reuben and Lee Harju.
In 1984 the LSSS Social Committee set up a
trust fund to help Matthew and the Harju family.
Matthew's grandparents are retired, and receive
pen.sion payments and a small Social Security
Award. They have set up a scholarship fund for
Matthew with the money received from the LSSS
benefits. A 1985 letter written by Mattbew'e
maternal grandparents stated, ~fay we extend
many thanks to all the good people for the kindness
given to a boy who went through a mieerable
time..." The Social Committee plans to send all of
the admission money to Matthew, funding the perty
from their budget. The Tropics Party is Saturday
February 20, from 8 to midnight. Dress is tropicai
and tropical drinks, as well as nonalcoholic
beverages, will be served.

which were discussed included:
--Hiring one more placement
office staff, member either as a
special public interest resource
person (as Harvard has), or as
assistance in the placement office

in general (and give all staff extra
public Interest training, a view
supported by Dean Eklund). This
ie a goal of the National Lawyer's
Guild at Michigan.
see CIIAl\ffiERS page TEN

New VP named for LSSS
By Keri Chenoweth
In a unanimous vote, former 3L representative Jennie DeLessio
was elected Vice-President of LSSS. The move follows the resignation
of former V-P Michael McMurray last Monday.
DeLessio was flattered by the Senate vote and stated that there was
"going to be a lot on the election", referring to the duty of the V-P to run
the upcoming senate elections.
The LSSS Constitution mandated that a new appointee was
necessary, and the Senate voted to fill the position promptly in order to
prepare for the upcoming elections. Senator Brian Gearinger also
commented that a new v.p was l'l'*!ded for •senate credibility", as well.
Others interested were lL Rep. Chris
Adams and 2L Rep. Danielle Carr. Carr
commented that an upperclass student
should be selected, in order to prevent unfair
advantage between candidates running for
election. Adams then replied that he had no
intention of remaining a candidate if it
would cause dissension among the senate as
to which person to select. He then declined
his interest. Carr then also declined interest.
DeLessio retained her candidacy and was
voted overall approval as the new LSSS V-P.
DeLessio
A replacement for DeLessio was discussed, and a final vote
postponed until the runner-up in the 3L seat, Linda Sasaki, could be
contacted. Sasaki is currently a key member of the Senate Social
Committee and Sports Committee.
In other Senate business, a Constitutional amendment pertaining to
the Standing Committees was discussed briefly. The amendment
changes the way committee members are selected to a process
including the committee chairperson and the LSSS Executive Board. A
vote will be taken March 8.
250 cans of food donated by students who heard Jacob Holdt
present his •American Pictures" were delivered by the Senate to the
Salvation Army Soup Kitchen. ·
Ena Weathers, chairperson of the Financial Aid Committee, is
seeking information on how students feel about financial aid. Her
committee will be visiting Washington, D. C. for a National Conference
this spring, and any opinions or infonned comments may be dropped
off in her pendaflex by February 22nd.
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Review-ing Your Options
I T 'S ABOUT TIME THAT SOMEONE set the
record straight a bout legal publications-you
know, those weighty tomes of jurisprude ntial
writing, publish ed by overworked, bookish law
students. Eee gee (e.g.) the Law Review, Journal
of law Reform, and the J ournal of Interna tional
Law. And who better to give the straight dope on
these pr estigiou s publica tions than the most
widely-read law school publication of them allthe ResGestcu.
The ge n e r al consternation among some
ne rvous first-years, brought about by the cruel
a nd viciou s hoax r egarding staff selection
procedures for the Law Review, highlights the
problem ci students who overestimate the worth of
being on a publication. Now we appreciate a
good joke just as much as anyone eJ.se--..some of
our staff members, for instance, have taken Law
& P sychiatry. But if this spurious message
caused anybody great deals of emotional torment
and angst, it is perhaps fitting that we stand back
and take an objective, dispassionate look at the
publications and their value to the student and to
the legal community, and thereby perhaps allay
som e of th e d oubts and fears of the u sua lly
anxiety-ridde n first-years.
First of all, if what you really want to do in life
is to be a justice on the Supreme Court, or teach
Law a t some prestigious institution of learning,
or get intervie wed for a job by Kirkland & Ellis,
then you better get on a publicatWn. Otherwise,
you can kiss that career goodbye. You screw up
now and that's it. No second chance. There, we
hope that calmed down some of you folks.
Having said that, we should add that if you
want to get a high-paying, corporate sell-<>ut type
job, or work for some public interest concern, you
can throw away your application materials for
the publications right now. Yes, the re are
recorded instances of people who have received
j ob offers without even once stepping foot in a
publications office. Some of them ha ve even
worked on the R es Gestae, and still g ot j obs.
Doesn't that make you feel better? It sure makes
us feel a hell of a lot better.
The pressures of being a first-year law student
are sufficient without having the additional
worrie s of getting on a publication. We
understand that for some students, the path to a
life-long career starts through the door of a
publication office. Tha t's fine. Those are the
people who should be staffing the publication s.
But for those bent on n othing more than a steady
paycheck or setvice to mankind, there are better
ways of spendinf your time than to be won"Yinl
about the deadline ftr law Review selection.

Law School Must Foster Public Service
By Robert Goldberg
Last year, 94 percent of Michigan graduates went ofT to
high-paying corporate law jobs. That's a pathetic statement
about today's students. And it's an even more shameful
reflection on Michigan.
But enough whining about the mad stampede of the
blue-suited greedmongers for the Placement Office door. It's
time to stop complaining and start suggesting. Here are
three ideas:
Michigan needs a real loan forgiveness program.
The one we have is a joke, and that's being charitable.
It's really more like a hoax. Let me tell you about it.
First, it's not real well-known. That's something of a
blessing to Michigan. The fewer people that know about this
embarrassing abortion of a program, the better. I only heard
about it from an outside public-service lawyer who spoke on
campus (in front of a packed crowd of 20).
Here's how it works. If you gra duate and take a job
paying less than $29,000 (gulp), Michigan loans you enough
money to pay off all your loans. So now instead of owing the
government, you owe Michigan. Out of the frying pan and
intothefire,asitwere. Sofarnogreatdeal.
Then all you have to do is work for ten years (count 'em,
ten) -- never, of course, earning more than $29,000 .. and
then Michigan begins forgiving your loan in dribs and drabs.
Oh yeah, and that colossal $29,000 includes your spouse's
income. You heard right. So egalitarian DINK's get to earn
14 grand apiece. (I know what you're thinking: "Where do I
sign?"). Who knows, with a little luck, you might even have
all your loans forgiven before the Second Coming.
This isn't loan forgiveness at all. It's Michigan trying to
act like a first-rate law school through a fourth-rate effort.
Harvard starts paying off !pans the first year out. If
Michiga n can't compete, fine . But let's stop kidding
ourselves that we're some sort of world-class institution.
Michigan needs more public·service interviewers on
campus.
Like the loan forgiveness program, Mi chigan's efforts
here are half-hearted as well. It's painless for fi rst years to
interview with finns: you fill out a form, walk up the stairs
and (voila) the interviewer a waits your handshake. It's
rather more difficult for aspiring altruists. They're pretty
much on their own.

But unlike the "loan forgiveness program," Michigan
makes a marginally sincere effort here. The Placement
Office sponsors alternative practices conferences a nd
waives the $300 interviewing fee. But that's just not enough.
After all, 94 percent speaks for itself.
I realize there's only so much one can do for a
disinterested constituency; one can't whip life into a dead
horse. But this situation might be a chicken-or-the-egg
phenomenon. Part of the reason students aren't banging
down the doors for public-service jobs is that these
opportunities aren't thrust down students' throats as the firm
jobs are.
So what to do? How about really trying to change
values? r d like to see the law school match, one for one, finn
interviews with public·service interviews. If that means less
finn interviews, oh well. And the other possibility is worth
the risk. With $11,400 of my money this year, I imagine
Michigan could find it in its pockets-- as well as its heart -- to
fly in some public-service interviewers.
Michigan needs a public·seruice gradua tion
requirement.
Tulane Law School, to its everlasting credit, just
established the first such requirement - every student must
put in 20 hours of legal services for the poor. It's incredible
that it took so long to enact even such a measly requirement.
But I suppose one should be grateful for small favors.
Many students will work for a high-powered firm their
first summer and never look back. At least a service
requirement will force these lucky souls to give something
back to a world that's been so kind to them. Not to mention
the unleashed benevolence of thousands ofhours of valuable
service.
Here's an area where Michigan could be a leader,
instead of a Harvard wanna-be. But G1>d only knows how
many faculty committees would have to analyze such an
idea. Michigan could learn a lesson from Franklin Roosevelt:
Don't just stand there, do something.
Michigan drips with pride about its liberal tradition. The
bulletin drools about the law school's historic commitment to
the underprivileged: "Unlike other distinguished universities
of the time, the University of Michigan Law School was not
restricted to the wealthy."
Perhaps not of the wealthy, but certainly for them.
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Unwritten Rules of First-Year Education
By Scott Gessler
lL: So, when do we receive our grades?
Law school can be a difficult time for first years. Gone
3L: Oh, probably about the first week of February.
are the carefree days of learning for its own sake, grade
lL: How about Professor X? He took forever to hand in
inflation and lots of neat clubs and organizations. So when his bridge week grades.
the lL's arrive on campus, they have a lot of acijusting to do.
3L: Uh ... Gee, I think he's new here.
They have to learn where to get a good haircut, where to
11: So you don't know anything about him then, huh?
buy cheap pitchers of beer, how to interview, how to take Well I hear that Professor Y usually hands rus grades in
law school exams and, finally, how to skip classes without it early. Is there a chance fll be able to get my grades early?
affecting grades. Happily, though, one of the primary
3L: Well ...
purposes of law school is to teach students bow to obtain
lL: And what do I do if an interviewer wants my grades
analyze and use information, so that we can solve our futur~ and I don't have them yet?
clients' problems.
3L: Uh ...
And it is a credit to alllL's that they have immediately
And so it goes. At trus point first years begin to realize
applied this learning to practical situations. As a result, lL's that they might just have to rely on their own perceptions, so
have developed a super-efficient system of information- they start to spend many thought-units theorizing about
gathering techniques, combined with accurate analysis; i.e., everytrung from what will be on an exam to who has a crush
The Rumor Mill. The Mill keeps all lL's informed about on whom. Since the admissions office has said that the
what is happening with their classmates and schoolwork. student body is incredibly diverse, lL's obligingly come up
One has to first understand the way it works before being with many different theories on any one subject. They
able to truly appreciate it.
analyze, dissect, cogitate and synthesize. And then they are
The process goes something like this. First, lL's listen to confused.
the Official Line. This is a good starting point, but only of
New Section students have it even worse than the
limited help. The Line is always vague, and when eager little average run-of-the-mill student. With all the bridge weeks,
lL's hear it, their steel-trap minds find thousands of and no one knowing what is going on until it has happened
interpretations. If someone looks hard enough, any possible (and trus probably includes the professors as well), the sheer
question about anything will be found lodged somewhere in number of worries and combinations of ideas becomes
the head of a lL. The big problem with the Official Line, absolutely endless. Just imagine trying to learn about a new
though, is that it isn't the Bottom Line.
Explanations written by the administration,
interviewers, clubs or whatever are just too incomplete.
(Granted, the firms hiring first years lUre only one or two
from Michigan •. even though they interview 75 for each To the Editor:
spot .. but how many spots do they really have open this
The sentiments expressed in Scott Gessler's recent
year. What are they looking for? Is there any way to learn commentary "Grading Should Not Be Faceless" (Feb. 3) if
more about them than leafing through Martindale-Hubble? taken seriously, reflect many of the same prejudices bli,nd
Should I just give it up if fm not from the same town as that grading allegedly eliminates. At first blush, Gessler's
firm ?)
comments simply elucidate his disdain for blind grading.
Obviously, the Official Line is only a starting point. So Closer scrutiny, however, reveals the author's blindness and
1L's turn to their senior brethren, those suave, cool and insensitivity to all but rus own narrow perspective.
mellow second and third years who have already done it all.
The commentary suggests that blind grading was
They tell first years that all is well. They give a few insights. adopted to alleviate concerns from student groups that
They tell a happy story about fly-backs. Unfortunately, their faculty members were inclined to award lower test scores to
advice is often incomplete. It conflicts with others. And most minorities. Fine. What is astonishing is Gessler's bold
importantly, advice simply cannot allay the insecurities of assertion that "unfair grading due to racial discrimination is
hyperactive first years. For example, an exchange might go no longer an issue." If indeed it is no longer an issue, it is
like this:
precisely because grading is blind! And who is to say that

professor, how the exam/paper will be structured, how the
final grade is calculated and whether there will be a fifth
bridge week!
This confusion, however, forms the building blocks for
the final step: Mass Consciousness Building. This is where
all of those many ideas come together, resulting in a unified
will. In this stage the lL class forms its stereotypes, ruins (or
enhances) reputations and coordinates differing
Weltanschauungen . But this doesn't simply just occur - it
requires catalysts. Luckily every class has a few people who
seem to know all the latest rumors. They serve as clearinghouses, collecting, comparing and disseminating rumors.
Without these enzymes the process would function far
less smoothly. With them, the Mill becomes a well-oiled
information machine. If they do their jobs right, they soon
inform a critical mass of people .• word spreads, and soon
the Quad becomes the scene of a shark feed, as each lL
frenetically tries to learn more and more. The activity is
intense, but within days it's all over. Word is out, and life will
never be the same.
By the time first years become second years, the
infrastructure is already in place. The Mill will survive with
fewer students in the Quad, less hyperactivity and a new,
relaxed smugness acquired during summer camp. But that's
another story. Now I have to talk to a friend about what the
Michigan Law Review hoax really meant, as well as the
admission procedures for the different journals.

Blind Grading Protects Against Racism

•
• Tren d
Turnlng Back A Tr0 UblIng

By David Bachman
A recent report by Professor David Chambers, Dean
Susan Eklund and Placement Office Director Nancy Krieger
confirms what must be obvious to the most casual observer
of this law school: The percentage of Michigan law
graduates pursuing non-corporate careers, including work
for social justice or in government, has declined dramatically
over the last 15 years. Last year, 91 percent of the
graduating class went into private practice, the great
majority choosing large corporate practice. Of the
remaining nine percent, about three percent joined the inhouse legal staff of a private sector corporation. That leaves
about six percent of the graduating class entering noncorporate careers, including social justice, public interest and
government jobs. By contrast, in 1973, 74 percent of the
graduating class chose a private sector job, leaving 26
percent to pursue other careers.
The Chambers-Ek.lund-Krieger report leads to at least
one inescapable conclusion: To an ever-increasing degree,
Michigan Law School is training people to serve the legal
interests of the wealtruest and most powerful segment of
American society. I would think that for anyone who cares
about this law school's role in furthering "equal justice under
the law," this fact would be very troubling.
I should state at the outset, that trus phenomenon is
hardly unjque to Michigan. My guess is that most, if not all,
other law schools in this country could report a similar trend.
Clearly forces beyond the control of any one Jaw school are
at work here. Nonetheless, this school must take

responsibility for its response to a trend that has been so
dramatic over the last decade. If anything, Michigan as an
~nstitution has spent far more energy worrying about
Improving the ability of its graduates to land that "plum"
corporate job
working_to ensure stu~ents are aware of
and could be-trained for avmlable alternatives.
In recent weeks, a number of student groups have begun
to e~lore steps th_e ~aw school could take to increase its
commJtment to trrumng people for non-corporate practice.
Most notable, Student Funded_ Fellowships and the Law
School Stude~t . ~enate com':mtt~e on scholarships and
awards have ~rut1ated ex~mmatJons of Michigan's debt
";Janagement ~J.e. loan forgJVen~ss) pro~~- At the _same
time, the Nation~! La~ers Gu1ld has 101t1ated a senes of
student-faculty di~usSl~ns about the issue. As a participant
of some of tho~ discu_ss1on~, I have concluded that if the law
school faculty IS genwnely mterested in addressing the trend
iden~fied in_the Cham~rs-Eklund-Krieger report, it should
cons1der mQJor changes m the following three areas: 1) the
plac~ment process 2) the debt management program 3) the
cumculum.
.
.
Placement. I find two suggestions about changes m the
placem~nt process particularly promising: 1) adding a
person In th~ ~l~~ment of_Dce who would ~ave among his or
her respons1b1hties _helpmg students w1th social justice
placement 2) shortenmg the placement period.
Adding a placement office a dvisor strikes me as a
helpful and relatively painless first step, one that should be
see REVERSING page TEN

th:m

rnce discrimination no longer exists? Well, Gessler does, but
perhaps he has access to a source of information to wruch he
alone is privy. Gessler pointedly fails to mention that
minorities are not the only students who benefit. The rule
protects all students who may feel professors harbor
personal dislikes against them. Maybe Gessler is under the
impression that nil prejudicial attitudes were somehow
miraculously erased upon his admittance to this law school.
A rather specious solution to the whole affair is offered
by G_essler. In the unhappy e~ent a professor is deemed
unfrur, the law school would Simply r emove that person.
How utopic! Tenured law professors will no doubt embrace
a policy of removal based, in whole or in part, on student
charges of unfairness. Even Gessler concedes that trus
approach is unworkable, but justifies it on the basis that our
impact on society upon graduation will outweigh any initial
inconvenience. This approach is akin to throwing the baby
out with the bath water; problems such as racial prejudice do
not disappear that easily. How fortunate for us Gessler did
not elect to attend medical school, for his treatment for a
broken leg would no doubt be to cut it off.
What is worse, the arguments set out in the
commentary, when taken to their conclusion, seem to
advocate reduced minority enrollment at the law school.
The article states: 1) suspicion of professor misconduct
arises from student insecurities 2) student insecurity is
attributed exclusively to the minority population, since
Gessler states that blind grading was instituted specifically
to placate minorities 3) insecure students should not be
admitted. Unless Gessler can recommend to the admissions
office a set of questions that somehow gauge maturity, is he
suggesting that minorities should not be admitted on the
basis that they are insecure? This is a unique and disturbing
admissions policy, to say the least.
In the end result, Scott Gessler, you no doubt feel
deprived in some manner because the law school grading
system is "faceless." You can take some solace in the fact
that you will not be deprived of an education, or of a job,
based solely on the color of your skin. But don't pass
yourself off as an expert on discrimination. You probably
have never truly felt it, nor would you recognize it if you saw
it. You are right about one thing, however: There are some
disturbing things about law schools and the legal profession
as a whole, things that cannot be seen and do not exist in the
world according to Gessler.
Charles J . Vigil
Martin R. Castro
Mir iam G. Colon

--

FREE SEMINAR
1988 BAR CANDIDATES

START PREPARING NOW
Fri . MARCH 25
Sat. MARCH 26
Detroit & Ann Arbor
Lansing

9:30am- I :00 pm

TORTS

Fri. APRIL 8
Sat. APRIL 9
Detroit Only

9:30am- I :00 pm
9:30am- I :00 pm
1:00pm-5:00pm

EVIDENCE

Fri. APRIL 15
Sat. APRIL 16

9:30am- 1:00pm
9:30am-1:00pm

CONTRACTS/SALES

Fri. APRIL 22
Sat. APRIL 23

9:30am- I :00 pm
1:00pm-4:30pm

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Fri . APRIL 29
Sat. APRIL 30

9:30am- I :00 pm
9:30am - I :00 pm

PROPERTY

Fri.MAY6
Sat. MAY7
Detroit Only

9:30am- 1:00pm
9:30am-1:00pm
I :00 pm- 5:00pm

CRIMINAL LAW ·

I :00 pm- 4:30pm _
9:30am- I :00 pm

CLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT
PLEASE CALL:
Detroit Area
Crossroads Office Centre
16250 Northland Drive
Southfield, Ml 48075
(313) 569-5320

East Lansing
1111 Michigan Ave.
E. Lansing , Ml 48823
(517) 332-2539

Ann Arbor
203 E. Hoover St.
Ann Arbor. Ml48104
(313) 662-3149

-SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

BAR REVIEW SERVICES

'-

'

Off Your Michigan
Bar Review Course
Put our 24 years of Bar Review
Experience to the Test
SEE YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE, OR CALL:
Ann Arbor
203 E. Hoover Sr.
Ann Arbor. M1481 04-3704
(3 13)662-3 149

Easl La nsi n~
1111 Michigan Ave.
E. Lansing, M148823-4019
(5 17) 332-2539

Oelroil Area
Cro"rnaJ, I l'll,·t• ( t:ntrt:
16250 \ orthland Dm t'
Southfield, Ml48075-5205
(313) 569-5320

Grand Ra pid~
2627 Ea.-.r Bchltne S.l .
Grand R ap1d~. Ml49506-5937
(6 16) 957 -970 I

The quality of work you do for
your law firm can influence the work
you'll be assigned to do.
That's why the LE.XIS®Fast Track"
program goes beyond most courses
offered in law school.
Taught by aLEXIS representa,
tive, the program concentrates on
areas oflegal research that will prove
invaluable to your firm. And to you.
Ifyou've never used the LEXIS
service, Fast Track training can get
you ~~up,tD'speed" before you report
to your firm. Ifyou already have
advanced LEXIS research skills, the
new techniques you learn will help
you move ahead even faster.

And the LEXIS Fast Track
program doesn't stop when you
arrive at your firm. Individualized
sessions will fine,tune your skills
to specific areas oflaw you'll be
researching.
The sessions are free and begin
in March. 10 sign up fOr a basic or
advanced session, calll,800,227,
4908. It could be the start of a win,
rung career.

TEXIS
FAST TRACK.
'88
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Feature
A Fly back Can Sometimes Be A Horror Story
By Pam Heatli.e
Every person has at least one
experience in his/her life that (a) slhe will
never forget, but would prefer to, (b) slhe
can't wait to tell somebody and (c) s/he can't
believe happened to him/her.
Only
experiences that fulfill all thr ee prongs of
this test (!) qualify as what I like to call a true
story.
Instead of just passing these stories
~~g~cock~l~~~~inilie&~I~~
they should be published. Okay, so Ripley
got the idea first, but he missed the boat on
the groovy title. Yeah, so David Byrne got
the idea for the title first...sue me.
There is one problem: My true stories
alone cannot fill this space for the rest of the
year. Perhaps you have a True Story that
you would be willing to share? I don't pay
anything for them, but I'm a good listener.
P lease leave a note in my pendaflex
(H eatlie, 2L) if you're willing to contribute
(stu d ents, f acuity, administration and
gener ally interesting people welcome).
~onymity available upon request.
Le t •s get tothi·s week's true story. I hope
you enjoy it. If not, just be thankful you
didn 't live it.
Thi nk back to your titrst fl Yback . (If you
h aven·t h a d a flyback yet, maybe you
·
d
f h ) Th ru h
s h ou ldn t rea any urt er
e ·g t, the
nice hotel, taking a cab instead of the
su b way--a 11 fior free. A dream come true,

me to check the monitor (I must look in D.C. eat breakfast?)
dumber than I am). I told her that I had
The inside of this cab reminded me of a
checked, hut it wasn't listed, so she found out bus interior I had seen once in Greece. I
for me. Of course it was towards the back of asked the cab driver about some large,
the airport, so I was forced to do my 0. J. clunky, bead-like things he had hanging off
Simpson imitation.
of his mirror. As it turned out, they were
The fught was nice. Lots of turbulence, religious paraphernalia from Afghanistan.
which I like-it helps me to sleep. The seats He used to be the Minister of Agriculture
on both sides of me were empty, so I was there, but had to give up his position when
able to stretch out. I thought that now he deci ded to walk hundreds of miles to
everything would fall into place.
escape. He ended up as a D.C. cabbie. The
E~5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Think back to your first flyback. (Ifyou haven't had
a fly back yet, maybe you shouldn't read any further.)
Upon arriving at Washington Nation~,
I looked around and saw the reason for all
of the turbulence: there was a real monsoon
going on. You know, 1 can't ever remember
h aving seen it r ain sideways before that
night. Well, I was going to take a cab, so
what did it matter?
Enter Helga, the Cab Dispatcher From
Beyond. Standing under the awning 1 asked
her for a cab to Embassy Row Hotel.
"Well that man that J·ust left was going
to the same place. You should have gone
with him," she shouted.
"He left before I got here," I replied.
"But you're going to the same hotel," she
snarled. (I don't know about you, but I often

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5

"So, miss, what kind oflaw are you interested in?"
"Dictaphone law, Mr. Partner. I think it's a
fascinating and a rapidly developing fudd."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
=
right? More like a true story for the
following law student.
It all started so innocently. I called,
made the appointment, they called their
travel agent who sent me my itinerary and
ticket. Everythi ng was set. Much easier
than I ever thought it would be. All I had to
do was pack and decide which suit to wear.
I called my friend Andy to tell him I was
coming to D.C. and to keep his calendar
clear. My first flyback!
I didn't have much to do the morning of
the big day. I went to class, picked up my
transcript, collected information about my
reference letters, finished packing, called to
make a reservation on the airport shuttle,
proofread my brief, printed my brief, called
the airpor t shuttle again to change to a later
time and ran to pick it up.
I got to Metro with about 30 minutes to
spare. I went to check the gate my flight
was departing from, but it wasn't listed, but
every flight after i~ was.

I ran to the Northwest information desk,
but so had about 50 other people. I waited
and waited, until I knew that I might miss
my flight. I accosted the nearest NW
employee and asked if she would please find
out the departure gate of my flight. She told

wonder if people like Helga skip breakfast,
the most important me~ of the day. I re~ly
don't think she was getting enough of those
vitamins and minerals that carry oxygen to
the brain.)
"Well, he's gone now, so may I please
have a cab?" I asked.
"You11 just have to take that cab over
there," she said, pointing to a cab about 50
feet away.
I was bold enough to ask her why I
couldn't take the cab that was right in front
of me and under the awning. Her reply:
"Look, I have to stand out in the rain all
night, honey."
"But you're wearing a raincoat and
have an umbrella. Besides you're getting
paid for it, ma'am," I replied. You know
what they say about iflooks could kill! She
finally told me that if I didn't take that cab, I
wasn't getting any.
I trudged across the parking lot, getting
soaked from head to foot. Unfortunately I
was wearing new black leather shoes. I
prayed that they wouldn't fall apart. Wrong
prayer as you'll see.
Once in the cab, it didn't stop raining.
When I asked the cab driver if he knew why
it was so wet in the cab, he said that maybe
he should roll up his window. (Don't people

rest of the ride was wonderful, this guy was
really interesting, so the firm gave him a
ni~ti~

look like dunk-tank refugees. On foot,
nonetheless.
It had taken me 2 1f2 hours to get this
far. Finally I was in my room. It was a
great one. I don't know about you, but I love
it when there's a phone in the ba throom.
I've never ma de/received a call on the
bathroom phone, but it's comfor ting
knowing that the opportunity exists. I'm
pretty easy to please, so the bathroom phone
put me right back in a good mood. Now I
~~d~~wait~~~~c~.
7 p.m. came and went. 7:30 p.m. came
and went, too, and still no word from ~dy.
I started calling his house every five
minutes, but all I got was the stupid
answering machine. Did you know that the
Ritz charges $1.00 per local phone call? I
didn't. It's one of those things you never
find out until you get the bill. I finally
reached ~dy at 8:15.
"Hi ~dy, where are you?" I asked.
"Where are you ? I called your hotel,
but they said you had cancelled. I thought
that you decided not to come, so I just went
horne."
"~dy, didn't they tell you that my bote1
was switched and to call me at the Ritz?'
"No! Well, at least you're here. Stay put,
I should be there in an hour, okay?"

Embassy Row is a pretty hotel, but I
ruined the atmosphere by walking into the
lobby looking like a drowned r at. 1 told the
person at the desk my name and a fter a few
minutes of poignant silence, was told that
my reservation had been cancelled.
"I did have a guaranteed late
reservation, sir . Are you sure that there
hasn't been some mistake?" (CANCELLED?
HUH?
OH -MY-GOD-WHAT-AM-1- ""S!!~!!!!iE~~~~~~~~~~
GONNA-DO-NOW?)
==
"No, miss.
cancelled."

Your reservation was

C~rn~ I a~ed if hero~dtellmewho

Then I broke my very
own Cardinal Rule: No
Alcohol I threw caution
into the wind and ordered
a glass ofwhite wine.

cancelled it. "Sorry, miss, our computers
just went down."
Even mor e calmly I ask ed if he had any
rooms available. No. The lobby looked nice,
could I sleep there? No. He did offer to get E~~~~~~~~~~=~~~E
me a room at the Ritz. I said that was fine.

~~SA~~LmD?~I~~OO

THE RIGHT DAY? MAYBE THE FffiM
CHANGED T~ffi MIND?)
"Miss, you already have a reservation at
the Ritz."
"I do? Would you please tell me where
it isT (~I LOOSING MY MIND?)
"It's about a block away. I shouldn't be
any trouble to walk , although it is raining
quite a bit isn't it?" (ITS A MONSOON,
BUDDY.)
"Thank you for ~1 of your help, sir." I
said. "Oh, I'm expecting a call at 7 p.m from
someone named ~dy. Would you please
tell him to ~1 me at the Ritz instead?'
"Yes," he re plied, "''ll write it here. No
problem, miss."
The doorman was helpful. He ch uckled
when I asked him for a cab to take me to the
Ritz. Yes, I knew it was only a block away.
No, I didn't mind paying extra to go such a
short distance. (I must look as poor as I am.)
''I'm sorry, miss, but I can't find anybody to
take you."
My garment bag, suitcase, new shoes
and I walked to the Ritz, which would have
been a pleasant if I hadn't been pelted in the
face with sleet all the way there. When I
arrived, the doorman tried not to laugh, but
his eyes almost fell out of their sockets. I'm
sure they don't get too many patrons that

"See you then," I replied. I couldn't wait
to see him (and to show him the phone in the
bathroom).
~dy arrived around 9:15. We went out
the eat, w~ked around and had a great time.
We agreed to meet at George Washington
University at 4:30 the next day.
I got horne around 2:30 a.m. at which
time I filled out my breakfast order. I
thought I'd be pretty nervous, so I ordered
the sm~lest one. I also asked for a 7 a.m.
wake-up call, since I had to be to The Firm
at 10 a.m. I slept like a baby.
Wake-up!! This is it-our first flyback.
Yippee skippy. Roll out of bed, press the
suit, take a shower...eat breakfast (which for
some unknown reason had gone from $7.50
to $14.58 overnight...). Now get dressed
Wait a minute here, where is my beige
bra? (sitting at h orne on your bed, miss)
Horrors! I only have this white one! ~d it
will show through my blouse. What am I
going to do? (put it on and make the best of
a bad situation, miss). Okay, I will cross my
arms a lot and keep my suit coat buttoned
whenever possible.
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Reversing the Decline in Public-Interest Legal Careers
continued from pege FOUR
instituted as soon as possible. The Placement Office minimal effect on career choice. The report shows that the Michigan is serious about having an effect, it must recognize
generates about $180,000 a year, which more than covers its average debt level for people going into public interest, social that any step is only the first step.
current operating expenses. The excess could e~ly pay for justice and government jobs is as high, if not higher, than the
Perhaps the most important thing we can do is to begin a
a new advisor. The new person could be responsible for average debt level of people choosing corporate work. But public discussion with the law school community of the kind
minority and women's placement, as well as social-justice that statistic only proves that there is a small group of of school we want to be. If Michigan chooses to become a
and public-interest placement. Thus adding an advisor individuals who will choose relatively low-paying jobs corporate training ground, so be it. But it should make a
would significantly reduce the workload of Nancy Krieger regardless of their debt level. It says nothing about whether conscious decision, one way or the other. If we continue
and Carla Sally, who are, by all accounts, obscenely there are other individuals for whom debt level is
along our present path, the law school will become the
overworked.
dispositive.
exclusive servant of the wealthy and powerful, whether we
Dramatically shortening the placement period would
My own sense is that a mearungful program would =WI
~·~sh~it~to
~o~r~n~o~t.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
likely have a far more substantial impact on the trend than make a small but significant difference. At the very least, a ~
adding a person in the Placement Office would. As it stands, realistic debt-management program would force some
the lengthy placement period contributes enormously to an students to examine their own motives in choosing large
&:-nosphere of pressure to interview with big firms that can corporate practice. "' have huge debts to pay off' would
fairly be described as coercive. On the nega tive side, Dean cease to be an explanation and become a transparent excuse.
Curriculum reform. Critics oflegal education have long
Eklund maintains that such a change would be extremely
costly. We should investigate the precise cost to Michigan, contended that law schools underemphasize practical
Deadlines for applying for loans for THIS academic
and look into how schools like New York University manage 'lawyering skills. The critics have long been right. The year are as follows:
to afford restricting themselves to a "placement week." current curricuJum at this school, particularly the first-year
ALAS Loan: March 1, 1988
When we have some concrete figur es, we can decide curriculum, is geared to teaching people the skills they need If you apply for these loans later than the deadlines, there is
whether shortening the placement period is a worthwhile to clerk in a large corporate firm. That most graduates, no assurance your loan will arrive during the school year. If
investment.
armed with such skills, choose to work in large corporate it arrives after May 15, the law school will return it to the
Debt maMgement. As far as I know, the institution of a firms should come as no surprise.
lender.
debt management program two years ago is the only
We should consider ways to stengthen the first-year
Students interested in becoming an Orientation leader
significant step the faculty has taken to respond to the trend Writing and Advocacy program. At the very least, this for summer/fall may pick up an application from Sherry
toward corporate practice. Unfortunately, the program as it program should reduce its emphasis on preparation for Kozlouski (307 HH). Place your completed application form
now exists is so weak as to be meaningless. To take corporate practice. At least as much time in Case Club in the box in Rm . 307. Deadline for applying is Friday
adva ntage of the program, a graduate's family income should be spent learning to explore alternative career choices February 19.
(including his or her spouse) must be below $29,000. Family as is spent honing interviewing skills.
Students wanted for the Big Brother/Big Sister program
In addition, Michigan should consider establishing a for next year. See Sherry Kozlouski (307 HH) to sign up.
income must remain below that level for ten years before
"loan forgiveness" kicks in. No provision is made for family Public Interest concentration which students could commit
LSSS Finacial Aid Committee invites all interested
size: The $29,000 figure applies whether the family income to during their first year. Such a concentration would enable students to help draft a proposed re \'ision of the debt
must support an unmarried graduate, a graduate and students who so desire to focus on how the law can be used management/loan forgiveness program. Tomorrow, 2/18, at
spouse or a graduate, spouse and a family of ten children. on behalf of non-<:orporate clients.
6 pm in Room 236 Hutchins Hall.
~ot surprisingly, only a handful of Michigan graduates have
Some of these suggestions are clearly more "realistic"
For Sale: Round-trip Airline ticket from Detroit to
been able to take advantage of this program.
than others. Many other steps are possible and should be Denver. Leave Detroit on afternoon of Friday, February 26.
The Chambers-Eklund-Krieger r eport implies that considered. No one change by itself is likely to affect Return from Denver Saturday night, March 5. $175. Call
changing the debt management program might have only a significantly the trend to large corporate practice. If Geoff at 764-8967.

N 0 t 1•c e s

Sf!F Grants for Summer Work in the Public Interest

eontmuod from page ONE
The definition of •public interest"
employed by SFF is quite brood. Positions
with most nonprofit and governmental
organizations are eligible; jobs with political
parties and legislative committee staffs are
not. Last year's r ecipients worked for a
wide ran~ of employers, from the lllinois
Migrant Legal Assistance Project, to the
National Women's Law Center , to the
Manhattan District Attorney.
SFF will fund students whose
employer pays no salary, and will
supplement the salary paid by public
interest employers who pay less than a
certain cutoff. Eddie Chavez' position with
the Coro Foundation in Los Angeles, for
example, paid a stipend, but the

.
supplemental fu nding from SFF was an
important factor in his decision to take the
position.
Chavez participated in the
Foundation's Hispanic Law Students
Leadership Program, which gave him the
opportunity to do two different internships
and a week·long community study during
the summer.
"It was an intense
experience," noted Chavez. "I didn't know
much about the Coro Foundation going in,
and was sort of hesitant, but found the
program very worthwhile."
SFF also serves as the U ,.~ M
representative to the Nationall'\Ssociation
for Public Inter est Law (NAPIL). In this
role, SFF addresses the permanent

.
. .
placement of graduates mto pubhc mterest
positions, and the factors that aid or hinder
such a career choice, such as the debt
management/loan forgiveness program
and Placement Office effor ts to inform
students of alternative car eer choices.
Two weeks ago, SFF sponsored an open
forum with Michael Caudell-Feagan of
NAPIL on the U-M loan forgivenes s
program, and how it compares, or doesn't
compare, with programs at many other
major law schools.
Nine students (three from each class)
serve on the SFF board and coordinate the
solicitation and collection of pledges from
students, as well as publicity and screening
of applicants. Last year , for the first time,

Chambers: Big Firms A Big Draw

. co~tin~ed from page ONE
.
.
--Dis~nbuting addresses of publ~c
Jnte.r~st JObs to ~rst year s~dents m
additiOn to the green sheet of firm
addresses distributed last fall.
.
--Admit more students with public
Interest goals.
--Creating a fund to help students
finance 'public interest' flybacks.
--Co.mmunity service requirements for
gradunt1on (such as at Tulane, where 20
hours are required.) This may be seen as a
grea_t o~po~unity for some, but as merely
putting m time for others.
.
--Increased awareness of case club
Judges and clerks as role models, _and the
pressure they may exert unknowmgly on

first year students, especially in brief and
memo writing (statements like "this is what
you11 be doing this summer, don't worry
you11 all get good-paying jobs, etc.").
--Increased faculty involvement and
awareness, through case clubs, lunches and
changing exam questions which typically
ar e written as memos to senior partners in
large firms.
"At the core, you have to confront
whether you want to make an elitist
assumption, and that assumption is
whether the graduates at the top law
schools are smarter than the others",
Chambers said when questioned about
other schools. He added, "It's not that these
jobs aren't getting filled, it's who they're

getting filled by." Harvard, Georgetown,
and the University of Virginia, among
other s, show similar declines, according to
information complied by Dean Bollinger.
The faculty discussed the issue two
weeks ago and will bring it up again for
consideration sometime in late March or
Early April Chambers told the Senate. He
stated tha~ "there's a lot of despondency
about whether the problem was intractable,
but about half of the faculty are really
upset." Also, alumni interest is keen, said
Chambers, "When [Dean Bollinger] talks to
alumni, including those who work for large
firms, most of them want to think of
Michigan as a place that turns out people
who serve the public interest."

all applicants whose jobs fell within the
SFF criteria were funded, despite the fact
that contributions come from less than
100% of the student body. One of the board
members sees the failure to get 100%
participation as a result of the image ofSFF
as a liberal organization. He noted that
SFF funds jobs across the political
spectrum; indeed, positions in prosecutors'
offices are routinely funded, and last year's
employers included the City of Chicago
Corporation Counsel as well as several U.S.
and District Attorneys' offices. This board
member felt that one of the weaknesses of
SFF was a failure to reach more students
"to the right of center," and saw this as an
area for growth in the future.
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Crossword Puzz e
By Tim Connors

laW In The Raw
"I was
ord ers ..."

ju st

ABA Journal , July 1, 1987

~. lloston Jniversity (abbr.)
25. Rule oflaw enunciated by Mike
Brady in houMe of card:~ epio;ode
26. Shirley, John Wilkes, toll and
ki ssing
29. It ain't over when the fat lady sings
31.. Hess, Gocbbels, Goering et al.
32. Not Amcr . League
33. Wa rbucks aide-de-camp
35. Michigan's is "If you seck a
pleasant peninsula ... "
36. Job qualifications of 48 across
43. Shuffie or Iacocca
44. Serpentine, winding
45. Sounds like 30 across
48. Bats right (abbr .)
49. Inc. or She Wrole
50. ___ not enough
51. German town
53. Nagy
54. Sandwich, stcr, or tramck
55. Grassy assassin's perch
56. Merman or Kennedy
59._ in Space
62. _ La Douce
64. _is me!
65. Born in the _
66. Same as 6 down
67. Cool J or Bean

Answer on Page 10

By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma, and Joe Kellmeyer

followin g • A gaggle of trouble ...

A 15-year -old boy a ppeared before Judge Leddy in N.Y.,
charged with stealing a car and then leading police on a
high-speed chase through the town.
But this kid had been in Judge Leddy's courtroom before.
And after the boy made an admission to a lesser charge,
Judge Leddy spoke to him about the dangers he had
created by his reckless attempt to avoid arrest. The boy,
however, interrupted, saying that he could explain
himself: "Judge, I did it for you!" Upon hearing this,
Judge Leddy leaned forward and queried incredulously,
"You did it for me?" "Yes, Judge Leddy", the boy replied.
"That last time I was in trouble I promised you I would
never get arrested again. I was just trying to keep my
promise."

"

ACROSS
57. f'Tospels and after (abbr.)
1. Dining hall pal
58. Kirk disguised himself a~ one to get
15. Eagle's nest
16. Double reed woodwind
their cloaking device
17. Working, power, light or liquid
60. See 57 across
18. Morrison or Li ngle Mungo
61. Jong
19. Album
63. The Ninth Circle of Hell
21. Let it_
66. Wh at the French sing when in
Chicago
22. Peppermint Patty sidekick
>8. Rock'n'Roll High School star P.J.
23. Home of America's premiere
landgrant university (abbr.)
')9. Give off
24. What law school grades might be on
'0. Man River or Blue Eyes
one's academic record
.'1. Motor oil
26. An imitation bacon bit
72. Fitzgerald
27. Occupational suflix
73. _ Tafari, Haile Selassie
28. A chit fer da dough what I got comin'
30. Brit ish politician, first in his family
to go to university
33. Prc·nuptial management (abbr.)
Dowr.
. .
.
.
34. Torn toilet paper (abbr.)
1. Legal pnnc!ple ~parted f~m Mike
35. Godzilla vs. _ __
to .Greg Brady m car.buJlng
36. Nickname for a Pittsburgh Pirate
ep!s.ode
37. Of a needle or the beholder
2. Oppos1te of college
3. Ash receptacle
38 Hear ye
39: Worth a ten or two fives
4. Knights who say_
40 Nouveau
5. Small part of 20 down, either way
41. Allan Freed, Wolfman Jack, Rick 6. Diddl.ey, Peep or Schembcchler
Dees Howard Stem
7. Low tide
4 2. The a~azing, incredible,
8. Fish eggs or Wade opponent
per forming _ _ ; or a hot tip for 9. In
Braddock
10. Hugo or Karen
46. 7th note
11. Bonds, dollars, or peans
47. Cowed by Zeus, she orbits J upiter
12. Mandela's organization
13. Biology, chemistry, physics
48. Fawn, Donna, Jessica
52. Thor's dad
14. Lunchbox occupant
54. Minneapolis trio or game where the 20. Gumby's pal or Jackson prison
kids can outsmart the adults
22. Played Steed

The owner of a small business in California is in danger of
getting her goose cooked (in hot oil!). Granny Goose
Foods, Inc. a major California potato chip producer, has
filed suit to enjoin the Grammy Goose Boutique from
using its name and goose logo.
Sandy Gottell, the owner of the Gram my Goose Boutique
in Petaluma, California, said she would fight to keep her
boutique's name and the logo which features a goose
wearing a rose-colored bonnet. Says Gotell, "My
grandchildren call me Grammy, and I collect geese." Ms.
Gotell went on to a dd that the boutique's logo had even
been drawn by her mother (Mother Goose?). But she
saved her strongest argument for last, asserting that "My
goose doesn't even look like their goose."

New York Times,
January 25, 1988

D id you
about... ?

hear

th e

one

Do you know how cold it is in Michigan?
It's so cold outside that I saw a lawyer with his
hands in his own pockets!
What does it mean when you see three lawyers up to their
necks in cement?
Someome ran out of cement.

Michigan Lawyers Weekly 145,
December 28, 1987
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